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User Group Meeting – July 2014 
 

Did You Know… 

Additional User Fields have been added to allow for more data tracking 
These user fields have been added to Certificates, Certificates of Occupancy, Permits, Enforcements, Parcel and 
Property records. The custom fields include lists, date fields, text boxes and check boxes. 
 

 
 

New FOIA Request reports have been added to make generating property 
summary reports easier 
These reports are hidden by default but can be added to your pick list by going to Reports>Tools>Manager Report 
Library>Property>check the 5 reports with the prefix “FOI.” 
These reports can be filtered over a particular address or parcel to generate a detailed list of its record history. 
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New “GL Details Report” and “GL Summary Report” have been added to improve 
transaction tracking and balancing 
This report is based off the Journal Detail Table allowing users to view a summary of activity for GL credits and debits. 
This can be run over a specific journalization or post date and on all GL accounts or specific distributions.  
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Workflows now are flagged as active/inactive from the main Workflow Menu 
This makes managing and understanding which workflows you are currently using much easier. 
 

 
 

You can change the duration of inspections en masse 
By going to Inspection Types>Tools>Mass Update Inspection Type Durations, the default durations of inspections can 
be changed. This will save time on setting/updating inspections as needed. 
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New shortcuts have been added to make managing AMG in the app easier 
On the “4. Contractor Table” a new column has been added showing the contractor’s “Web User Name.” When filled 
with an account name, it shows the contractor and AMG accounts are linked and they will be able to use AMG’s 
Online building Department features.   
 

 
 
In the “Web Requests” queue, there is also a new ability to jump to the permit application’s property. This allows the 
user to quickly review the property that the permit will be placed on before it is actually converted. 
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In Letters you can now add a parcel’s Governmental Unit 
The Governmental Unit fields add additional reporting options to your letters. These fields are especially useful for 
Multi-Jurisdiction municipalities.  

 

 

The email options for Workflows have been expanded 
 

Additional email fields have been added to many of the program’s workflows, allowing the automation of emails 
triggered off more program events to even more recipients. 
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The ability to add sub-contractors has been added to Building Department.NET  
This feature improves the program’s permitting functionality in 2 key ways… 

1. Some municipalities use a “One Permit” approach where a single permit holds all of the information for the 

work being done. In this scenario, multiple contractors (such as Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing, etc.) will 

simply link to that permit to do their work and schedule the necessary inspections. Users can also designate 

the licensee and type of work they will specifically be doing. 

2. Using sub-contractors also allows for a contractor other than the applicant to schedule inspections for a 
permit when using AccessMyGov’s Online Inspection Scheduling. This will prove useful both for those using a 
“One Permit” approach, as well as for any municipality that needs to allow the flexibility for multiple 
contractors to schedule inspections on the same permit. 

 
To add a sub-contractor to a permit, simply go to the permit in the program and click Add>C. Add New Sub-
Contractor 

 
 

Bonds can now be marked as Cancelled 
This additional status option allows for more accurate details and better record keeping for those Bonds that have 
been cancelled or entered in error. 
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Certificate expiration can now be calculated on the application date 
Some certificate type’s expiration dates are calculated based off the application date. In the setup, this is now an 
option and allows you to customize the setup of particular certificates as needed.  
 

 
 

“Monthly Comparison Reports” have been added to the program’s Report Library 
These reports compare the number of records over the course of each month that is included in the filter (for 
instance, if you filter by Permit Date Issued from 1/01/14 through 9/1/14, the report would show all permit amounts 
from January through September). These comparison reports are available for Permits (Monthly Permit 
Comparisons), Certificates (Certificates Issued by Month) and Enforcements (Enforcements Completed by Month). 
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The Transfer to Tax process has been improved 
Users with both the Building Department.NET and Tax.NET programs have the ability to transfer outstanding lienable 
BD.NET invoice items to the Tax program. This process has been improved with enhanced logic and clearer warning 
messages, the ability to conduct a proof run when completing a transfer to a text file (as opposed to a live link that 
directly inserts records into Tax.NET) and better reporting (users now have the ability to sort by the invoice Parcel 
number on the report which displays the transfer results). 
 

 
 

When Workflow emails are sent through the program, this action is now recorded 
on the record 
For Workflow Events that trigger a “Send Email” action, a node now shows when those emails are generated. This 
allows users to better track the history of these email actions, as well as the ability to Forward or Re Send them as 
necessary. 
 
This functionality currently works for Inspections, Permits, PZE Processes, and Process Steps records, 
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You can import updated ICC construction valuations form the ICC website  
The International Code Council (ICC) updates the construction calculator valuations every 6 months; users now have 
the ability to import this information to keep their values up to date. 
 
To do this, the Building Valuation Data can be saved from the ICC website (listed below) as an Excel document, and 
then imported by going to File>Import>Custom Imports>Construction Calculator Values. 
http://www.iccsafe.org/cs/Pages/BVD.aspx 
 

 

 
 
 

“Structures” can be added to signify which buildings are included on a property 
These individual structures can record setback and dimensional information, add to FAR, Living Space and Lot 
coverage information on the property and can also be used in with the ‘Planning, Zoning and Engineering (PZE)’ 
module. 

 

http://www.iccsafe.org/cs/Pages/BVD.aspx

